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 Objection

Comments I have lived in ford for 5 years and moved from an area away from something similar, The Yapton road
turning where the oyster catcher is a busy road and will bring further delays into the village, and
damage to the road, causing WSCC extra funds when it comes fixing the roads and possible pot holes.
Living almost directly opposite the site, it would be difficult to pull in and out of Rollaston Park, it's bad
enough with the delivery of the coop holding up traffic in Yapton Village, also working from home the
amount of noise it's going to cause, We already have a dumping area behind our road. Ford Materials
Recycling Facility, which is not pleasant, a bit of an eye saw already, we have south coast skips on the
door step. Your planning to build on the air field with a "eco town" which totally goes against eco with
over 120 lorries a day! The structure will be towering over the new homes and current village, visible
from across the coast and South Downs National Park. Quite a few new estates have been added to the
area which has already impact on natural environment. This will devalue our homes in the area, no one
would want to buy house nearby, Pubs already limited in this area and will it heavily affected - I am
referring to the Oster catcher, it will cause people not to visit the local pub, as its right on the turning
where lorry's are likely to turn, this turning is a death trap its already hard enough to pull in and out of
Gravette's Lane and also you have the road near Comet Corner on Worms lane, both are difficult to
turn in and out on a daily basis so as I mentioned before an extra 120 lorries will impact this further.
The prospered diagrams look like an obnoxious building and feel there could be a better place for this
building. Kind regards Daniel Cooper
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